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ABSTRACT

This thesis work is about the design of a modified Stewart platform manipulator for misalignment correction. The common version of the Stewart platform uses six actuators. The traditional Stewart platform of this kind has a moving top plate and a fixed base plate. However, in this research, the modified design of the traditional Stewart platform is studied. It is designed to be an easy connect-disconnect platform that can wrap around different structures with different cross sections and symmetrically designed. It is able to adjust position easily by using four identical but independent linear actuators populated evenly in two parts fastened to the top and bottom base by ball joints with each part been symmetrical to the other.

To design two symmetrical parts and an adjustable clamp are a major objective of the thesis. One symmetrical part flipped upside down produces the other. The adjustable clamp was printed in 3D and can be used to align regular structural shapes especially circle of various diameter. To correct the misalignment, a failure study was carried out to determine the two equal but opposite loads required to correct misalignment in two plastic beams. Five loads were applied which showed that the smaller the load, the better the misalignment. This study showed that it is better to fix the base at a location where it does not move. To investigate that the modified Stewart platform can resist structure stiffness, the actuator assembly was analyzed using ANSYS software. The results showed that the deformation and maximum stress is less that the structure stiffness, which proves why the assembly can resist structural stiffness. The results support that the modified Stewart platform can be used for misalignment correction.
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### NOMENCLATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>position of the structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>base of the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_{RT}$</td>
<td>rotation matrix of platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{XB}$</td>
<td>force applied to the base on X-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{XB}$</td>
<td>force applied to the base on Y-axis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{T_i}, B_i$</td>
<td>position vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>number of linear actuators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>relative length of the actuator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>length of structure to be aligned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l_o$</td>
<td>length of Stewart platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\dot{L}$ and $\dot{X}$</td>
<td>Velocities of the leg and moving platform respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>Force applied on the structure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{base}, r_p$</td>
<td>base and moving platform radii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{r}_{desired}$</td>
<td>Position of the measured points after alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{r}_{m}$</td>
<td>Relative position measured on the misaligned structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{r}$</td>
<td>Relative misalignment position measured between two structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_X(\alpha), R_Y(\beta), R_Z(\gamma)$</td>
<td>Rotation matrix for roll, pitch and yaw respectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_{corrected}$</td>
<td>Corrected structure curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{p-o}$</td>
<td>Position and orientation of the moving platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\vec{V}_{T_j}$</td>
<td>The generalized velocity of the platform connection point of the leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_m$</td>
<td>Maximum deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Bending angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_p, \theta_b$</td>
<td>Separation angle between top and base platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u_i$</td>
<td>Unit vector along the axis of the prismatic joint of link $i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_{IB}, J_{UB}$</td>
<td>First and second Jacobian matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Young modulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Area moment of inertia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context of the Problem

Precision automatic assembly is playing a major role in all sectors of manufacturing industry, the introduction of flexibility and automation are becoming crucial to reduce production time and cost with specified production tolerances. Stewart platforms remain the best known manipulators basically used for precision positioning and vibration control (Hanieh, 2003). They have been that widely studied with several 6-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) parallel manipulators already proposed (Majid, Huang, & Yao, 2000). A manipulator is one of the most commonly used and important mechanism used in industrial applications. Other applications include flight landing control, flight simulator, structure stabilizers, medical fixators and lots more. It is also present in space applications significantly for the use of vibration control of space structures while connecting them rigidly (Hanieh, 2003). It is used to correct misalignment in structures and enables precision positioning of structures in 6D-space. Its high load capacity, high rigidity, high stiffness and high accuracy make them one of the most popular manipulators used both in the commercial and industrial fields. These manipulators are flexible and applicable in most fields.

Coupled with the fact that precision positioning of structures is important, the determinants for operation may put the device to various fault conditions, hence leading to device break down and causing vibrations in mechanical systems. Wrongly aligned equipment such as a bent building structure in construction project, motor shaft alignment will most definitely lead to excessive wear and sudden equipment shutdown due to increased stresses on its parts. In the motor shaft alignment, correct alignment allows for smooth and efficient power transmission while misalignment produces noise, shaft failure, excessive vibration, etc. (Dept. of Energy. Office of Scientific and Technical information, 2005) The Stewart platform manipulator is a possible
solution to achieve the required alignment. It is a very important task for industries to stay away from breakdowns. If this task is to be achieved, the manipulator has to be continually monitored to detect faults; vibrations/misalignment in early stages. Detection of this misalignment beforehand enables both the designer and maintenance personnel to take necessary corrective actions at fast pace. The main types of misalignment are found in closed-end and open-end structures. The post processing after alignment could be fastening, welding, etc. Misalignment is the most frequent cause of machine malfunction. They can cause increased vibration and load machine parts for which they have not been initially designed. As a result, it becomes mandatory for both the maintenance and engineering professionals to comprehend misalignment, which results in machine malfunction.

In the past, industrial automation is known for constant change in its design methods with this change linked to the global economics. One of these methods is the design of a precision mechanism which is a conceptual approach to designing precision mechanisms like manipulators, precision equipment, etc. and basically focuses on the mechanical aspects in a mechatronic system context. The use of industrial robots is considered the latest trends in the automation of the manufacturing process (Craig, 1986). As a result, there is a need to develop an assistive robotic mechanism that is easy to install. An assistive robot performs a physical task for the well-being of a person with a disability (Jaffe, Nelson, & Thiemer, 2012). This mechanism will be helpful for elderly and disabled people to support their independent life and in situations of limited care professionals. The mechanism is also seen in the medical industry. For example, robotic nursing assistant, walking assist robots, wheel chair robots and also the Mckesson PROmanager-Rx which is used in the pharmacy stores to dispense solid medications to maximize efficiency and most importantly accuracy.
The current state of the art of Stewart platform is limited to certain applications. However, this new mechanism is aimed to be proposed, released and possibly adopted by industries. Its application generates lots of attention in the industry, as well as the robotic communities. Some of the applications extend to the manufacturing industry, automobile industry, and machine tool technology as in high speed machine tools, car suspensions, medical field including skull and orthopedic surgery and in crane technology. It is also applicable in the automobile industry, for example, in shaft alignment where two or more shafts are aligned together within a tolerated margin. The proposed modified Stewart platform manipulator can provide stability reduce vibration, fault correction, self-alignment especially when wrapped around a deformed structure in a building due to vibrations. This manipulator will consist of reduced actuators (four instead of the usual six), an assembly of two symmetrical parts with the orientation of one flipped upside down, one part base produced and replicated for the other three parts, a spring loaded clamping device that can be used for several cross sectional area unlike other parallel manipulators with predefined specific sizes. It will also be used in closed-end and open-end structures. This modified Stewart platform can be programmed autonomously to reduce the vibrations, improve the stability and even detect a possible fault. The current state of the art cannot be used for some of these applications. As a result, a connect and disconnect platform is to be proposed.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

In this study, the approach for flexible automated assembly mechanism for precision positioning of large structures will be presented by modifying a Stewart platform manipulator. Often structures suffer from slight misalignment due to loading or failure. There is need to develop a mechanism that can accommodate several structural shapes. Such mechanism would undergo a series of automatic correction to adjust position and oriented in 6D-space. Examples of assembly
of such large structures include positioning and then welding two misaligned structural beams. In this work, we will focus on the development of a generic prototype fixture automated holding and positioning process of large structures. The automatic process for holding and correcting the position include misalignment measurement, grasping adjustment, 6D-position adjustment and shape adjustment, etc.

1.3 Significance of the Project

This study developed a modular parallel manipulator to correct misalignment in closed structures. The study suggests modifying the design of Stewart platform such that it can be easily reconstructed on the site. This would reduce cost of installing and makes it affordable. In addition, we design a spring loaded clamp that can be adjusted to hold several cross sectional area unlike the other parallel manipulators which are predesigned for specific size. The state of the art Stewart platform have fixed design. Our proposed mechanism is designed to be an easy connect-disconnect platform that can wrap around different structures with different cross sections and also symmetrically designed.

This study finds application in general construction alignment especially in metal construction and vibration reduction. It is also applicable in the medical industry for example, correction of broken bones (Ganem, 2000). In this study, the modified Stewart platform manipulator will be capable of being used in both open-loop and closed-loop structures and will be able to adjust position easily by using four linear actuators.

1.4 Objective of the Study

This paper aims to present the analysis of the dynamic formulation of a modified 6 DOF Stewart platform manipulator by means of a Lagrangian method with the analysis of the rigid body
dynamics of both the mechanism and the actuators included in the dynamic model (Bingul & Karahan, 2012). The objectives are defined below.

- To design a modified Stewart Platform manipulator that can be firmly mounted around a cross sectional area (which is as universal as possible) without losing the grip while adjusting the relative position between the two ends of the Stewart platform.
- To define the usage of the modified Stewart platform manipulator for closed-end and open-end structure applications.
- To list the characteristics of the modified Stewart platform for misalignment problems.
- Apply the concept of Stewart platform manipulator to the modified version in order to correct misalignment.
- Study the performance of the proposed modified Stewart platform in comparison to the original Stewart platform.
- To define the significance and importance of the development of analytical tools for such mechanical manipulator.

1.5 Description of the product

In this study, a modified Stewart platform manipulator, which is similar to the traditional Stewart platform manipulator, was designed. This modified Stewart platform manipulator shown in Figure 1 will have a six DOF parallel mechanism consisting of two platforms, a moving top plate and a fixed base plate. The top and base plates are connected through four identical but independent linear actuators populated evenly in two parts fastened to both the moveable top and fixed base plates by universal joints with each part been identical to the other. Each of the legs contains a precision ball-screw assembly and a DC-motor attached to the end of each leg. These
legs have changing combination of leg-platform connections. The length of each leg is variable and can independently control the motion of the top moving platform.

![Figure 1: Drawing of the modified SP manipulator.](image)

1.6 Thesis Overview

Chapter one is an introduction to precision automatic assembly and the robotic industry. It introduces the context of the problem, statement of the problem, significance of the project, objective of the study and the product description.

Chapter two gives an overview of the existing literature and history of the Stewart platform, and its application in correcting positioning and accuracy. The first section describes the historical perspective and uses of the Stewart platform, the theoretical topics are described in section two. Finally, the third section describes the current technology.
Chapter three covers the methodology, problem restatement and the mathematics which describes the positions and orientation in 6D-space. This chapter introduces the geometry and numerical algorithm. It deals with the kinematics and kinetics of the speed of the parallel manipulators. Finally, the chapter proposes the theory and mechanism of the modified Stewart platform.

Chapter four addresses the Simulation, experiment and findings. It covers the implementation of the proposed theories in chapter three. This includes testing the rigidity of the structure under static and dynamic loading.

Chapter five covers the results, discussion, and conclusion. This chapter also introduced the future work.
Definitions

1. Angular Constraint: assigning an angular value between any of the following; two points, a point and a line, a point and a plane, or two lines.

2. Actuator: A mechanism that puts something into automatic motion.

3. Distance Constraint: assigning a distance value between any of the following; two points, a point and a line, a point, and a plane, or two lines.

4. DOF: Degree of Freedom, is the possible number of independent ways that a dynamic system can move without infringing the imposed constraints and still completely define the position of the system.

5. Finite Element Analysis (FEA): is a numerical technique for performing engineering analysis or finding approximate solutions to boundary value problems for partial differential equations.

6. Inverse Kinematics are kinematic equations used in robotics to determine the joint motion that provides the position and orientation of the end-effector. It is a method back solving for the forces and moments of an object based off of the kinematics of the system.

7. Manipulator: A manipulator in robotics is a tooling device that gives a lift assist to help pitch, roll or spin parts in an appropriate placement.

8. MSP: Modified Stewart platform with four actuators

9. SP: Stewart Platform is a type of parallel robot that has six prismatic actuators. A 6 DOF positioning system that uses 6 actuators in parallel to achieve the positioning.
CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Historical Perspective of Stewart Platform

The origin of the Stewart platform can be traced back to Stewart’s article (Doug, 1965) where he outlined a mechanism with six degrees of freedom (DOF) controlled in any combination by six motors with each motor having a ground abutment. Stewart later proposed that the mechanism can be used for a flight simulator for training helicopter pilots (Plessis, 1999). With Stewart platforms often termed as parallel devices or manipulators, Stewart was not the original source of this type of mechanism as it only had a different configuration of Gough’s six linear jack system developed in 1947 (Wang & Gosselin, 1997). Gough’s review of Stewart’s article indicated that a similar tire machine was designed in 1949 which was later built and was in operation in 1954 – 1955 (Mikrolar, 2016). Stewart stated that Gough’s tire test machine is similar to his flight simulation mechanism except for the design approach which was different.

Ironically, Gough is also not recognized as the original inventor of this type of mechanism. Merlet stated that manipulators have been in existence for a long time and that the actual invention of parallel manipulators is a trait of Cauchy, the mathematician, who wrote an article on the possible motion and rigidity of an “articulated octahedron” in 1813 (Mikrolar, 2016). Merlet’s was of the opinion that the most appropriate name for this mechanism would have been “Gough’s platforms” even though Stewart platform is the most reckoned name for the mechanism.
However, the present recognition of the parallel manipulator is as a result of Stewart’s re-discovery in 1965. He reports that this type of robots fully developed interest around 1987 where it recorded a drastic increase in the number of papers on this subject (Plessis, 1999). Following this increase, data records it that in the area of robotic manipulators, the research and development of parallel devices is currently the most popular topics (Duffy & Crane, 1997). A solid model of the modern 6-6 Stewart platform having prismatic actuators is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Gough’s Six DOF Tire Test Machine. Source: Mikrolar Inc. (Mikrolar, 2016)
2.2 **Industrial Application of Stewart Platforms**

The other uses of this mechanism apart from it being used as a flight simulator as proposed by Stewart include:

- Been used as an automatic assembly (Furqan & Suhaib, 2014). An example of such mechanism is an assembly machine for automatically inserting blade-like foil in a torque converter turbine drum.

- A platform fixed in space mounted on a vessel such as a ship subjected to the random movement of the sea (Furqan & Suhaib, 2014). The assembly can serve as a stabilizing platform which balances the ship especially during rough sea conditions where the wave-excited motion of the ship generates dangerous movement of the cargo hoisted by an offloading/loading crane (Madsen & Kristensen, 2012). A Stewart platform can help

![Solid model of the modern 6-6 Stewart platform having prismatic actuators. Source: Stewart-Gough Platform (Christensen, 2014)](Image)
counteract the induced wave from the unworkable sea conditions with the platform ensuring that the crane is steady and not relative to the sea to minimize motion in the crane cargo (Madsen & Kristensen, 2012).

- A new form of machine tool called hexapod which is a machine tool that uses Stewart platform mechanism for positioning. The Stewart platform can be applied in a flexible manufacturing environment as a hexapod milling machine for positioning. One advantage of this hexapod is that several interchangeable head units can be used to perform milling, welding, cutting and assembly operations (Houdek II, 1997).

However, based on some reviewers, another possible use of the platform devices was suggested with G.H. Meier stating that these platforms are more applicable in machine tools and medical fields (Doug, 1965). He went on to explain that the device is used in particularly machine tool industry due to its inherent stability of the platform. The platform had a working table mounted and a 360-degree rotatable table also mounted to the platform. He later suggested that it is a stabilizing platform which could be used to eliminate rotational motions and damp linear motions (Plessis, 1999). J. Tindale also reviewed Stewart’s article, which yielded an improvement from the machine tools point of view by designing a universal mill, and oil drilling rig where the platform is supported on a tripod comprising six telescopic legs (Merlet, 1994). Gough’s review of Stewart’s article improved his tire test machine by attaching digitally controlled motor devices to the screw jacks and electronic instrumentation to study tire-to-ground forces and movement (Plessis, 1999).

Since three decades ago, there has been a continuous development of platforms for flight simulation and amusement park rides with the reason behind the major interest in these platforms due to its high nominal load-to-weight ratio as explained by Merlet (Szatmari, 1999). The weight of the load is approximately equally distributed to the links with the stress in each link mostly of
a traction-compression nature appropriate for linear actuators which contribute to the rigidity of the platforms (Plessis, 1999). Merlet also stated that Stewart platforms are ideally suited for assembly lineups due to the position of the moving platform being less sensitive to the errors in the articulated sensors in comparison to serial link robots (Plessis, 1999).

### 2.3 Medical Fixators Based on Stewart Platform

Various types of bone disorders such as broken or fractured bones, ruptured body parts are commonly known. They are usually as a result of accidents, twists, dislocation, etc. The medical field is one vast industry applying the mechanism of the Stewart platform.

![External fixator](https://example.com/external-fixator.png)

**Figure 4:** External fixator. Source: University Hospitals, Case Medical Center (Raymond, n.d.)

The Stewart platform medical fixators for backbone fixation is an example of a fixator device. It uses the principles of the traditional Stewart platform. These devices are fastened into bones ensuring the reduced movements between the fixed stages (Ganem, 2000). The movements can be a slipped bone, distractions or bone reversals relative to their initial position. A fixator is a device consisting of one or more metal bars and rings connected via metal pins and wires that allow precise control of a bone (Raymond, n.d.). Correcting inner bones and joints is achieved by mere
manipulating the fixator on the outside. This device is often used for everyday bone correction until the desired bone position is obtained irrespective of how long it takes to heal. Despite the many orthopedic surgeries performed with internal or implanted device, bones are usually corrected using external devices in cases where the bone is too short and/or has too much of deformity and when the soft tissues cannot allow for correction at once (Raymond, n.d.). This device is able to withstand gentle contact and is attached tightly to the bone or any position of the body in such a way that it is tight enough to pick up the broken body part.

Spine deformity is one major problem the medical industry, particularly the physicians are faced with now Figure 5. A spine external fixator is a device that corrects this deformity and is applied in a field hospital under robotic guidance (Gitlin, 2010).

![Figure 5: Spine external fixator. Source: Comsol and Mouser Electronics (Gitlin, 2010)](image)

The Octopod external fixator is another application of the Stewart platform model that is used in the medical industry. This device is designed to treat bone fractures and deformities with the Adam frame external fixator being a type of the Octopod external fixator Figure 6.
This proposed study relates to a minimally invasive orthopedic device to treat and/or assist the surgical operation of spinal cord injuries, backbone injuries, etc. which is externally mounted on the back, supported and screwed into bones. Such injuries may require one or some of the following: correction, stabilization, adjustment or fixation of the spinal column. Treating these injuries requires that force or pressure is applied to the surfaces to be put together thus keeping them in close contact and promoting bone growth (Howland, Richard, & Kenneth, 1996).

2.4 Application Driven Design

Depending on the design, there is a varying number of Stewart platforms introduced for different purposes. The mechanism of each design differs by using various combinations of prismatic, spherical and universal joints. One design type is based on the distance between points on the top and base platforms (Gao, Lei, Liao, & Zhang, 2003). This is called the generalized or traditional Stewart platform. This design type stated above is believed to be the most popular type of parallel manipulators with 6D-space and a distance constraint. It consists of two rigid bodies linked to six distance and/or angular constraints between six pairs of points in the movable top and the fixed base platform (Gao, Lei, Liao, & Zhang, 2003). This movable top is driven by the
six constraints values. Modifying the Stewart platform by adding extra sensors to it produces another design that helps to find a specific position of the platform.

A parallel manipulator first came into existence in a robotics assembly cell in 1979 with the manipulator used as six component force sensors (Szatmari, 1999). The ability to calculate the resulting force and torque acting in the mobile platform is possible due to it being able to measure the traction-compression stress in the links. This feature is why manipulators can be used as assembly units. The paper on the review of Stewart platform defined a parallel manipulator as a closed-loop mechanism that connects the end-effector to the base by at least independent kinematic chains actuated by a prismatic actuator (Plessis, 1999). Merlet, 2006, states in the article that there are a lot of many possible parallel manipulator designs, all having a low cost. The actuator connection points of the general manipulator at any position on both the fixed and moving plates. The two types of manipulators are planar and spatial manipulator.

2.4.1 Planar Manipulator

Planar manipulator is a closed loop type of parallel manipulator. The closed loop manipulator investigated by (Wang & Gosselin, 1997) is when one, two and three DOF respectively have revolute actuators. Merlet described the above mechanism as not parallel manipulators since two linear dependent kinematic chains connect them to the ground. Many designs of the planar manipulator with the three DOF were considered. However, Le et al. designed an equilateral moving platform which is the most stable optimum model (Plessis, 1999) Merlet went further to study the different achievable workspaces of a planar Stewart platform having a triangular moving platform and also described the number and type of kinematic chains used in connecting the moving platform to the ground. Three identical chains with a revolute joint fastened to the ground
connect the moving platform to the base. An actuated prismatic joint is then connected to the platform by a revolute joint (Kumar, 1992).

![Figure 7: Three DOF parallel manipulator. Source: ParallelMic (Dimiter Zlatanov, 2002)](image)

### 2.4.2 Spatial Manipulator

This type of parallel manipulators usually have degrees of freedom of three to six. Manipulators with three and four DOFs are sometimes applicable in flight simulation while that with five DOF are often available in situations that require the use of tools that are symmetrical around their axis. The number of connecting points on the base and moving bodies often determines how a spatial manipulator is labeled (Plessis, 1999) Spatial parallel manipulators are also dependent on the kinematic chains that connect the fixed and moving bodies with this type of connection also an important design factor to be considered. Just like in planar manipulators, rotary actuators can also be used in the design of the spatial parallel mechanism. The current technology is a combination of a traditional 6-6 Stewart platform with prismatic actuators and a 6-6 parallel manipulator with a revolute actuator (Wang & Gosselin, 1997). This is different from the traditional Stewart platform manipulator in that it has a six firmly fixed linear actuators, i.e. there is no change in the
position and orientation of the platform. The mechanism can achieve high speed and good accuracy capabilities (Plessis, 1999).

![Spatial five DOF parallel mechanism](image)

Figure 8: The spatial five DOF parallel mechanism. Source: ASME (Zhang & Gosselin, 2000)

2.5 Current Technology

The current state of the Stewart platform consists of two platforms, namely, the fixed plate and the movable top plate connected together by six linear actuators rotatable in 6D-space. These actuators are fastened to both the fixed base and mobile top plate by universal joints positioned at the end of each actuator links which allows for changing leg-platform combinations. The actuator links are variable because of it being designed to have an adjustable upper and lower body connected by a cylindrical joint. Having considered the spatial and planar parallel manipulators, for this thesis, the spatial parallel manipulator is employed. The current design for the Stewart platform will be changed. The main contribution of this thesis is to design the parallel manipulator such that it can easily be assembled around various structural shapes that need an alignment.
Most of the work presented in this thesis will be based on the idea of the Stewart platform. It finds applications related to misalignment correction in the automobile industry, health organizations, flight simulations, robotic industries, machine tool technology, particularly in areas that require high accuracy. The proposed modified Stewart platform manipulator in this thesis consists of four linear actuators populated evenly in two parts with each part being identical as the other as shown in Figure 15 made from the assembly of two symmetrical parts (part 1 and part 2) that constructs a rigid platform, where the orientation of one part is flipped upside down. The end of each base has a pair of snap-fit mechanism to fasten the assembly. We propose to use simple peg-n-hole structures with a release mechanism as shown in Figure 15. Finally, each part base will have an adjustable clamping mechanism consisting of a spring loaded adjustable clamp attached to a lead screw. The analysis of the stiffness and load carrying capacity of the proposed manipulator is analyzed with the modeling and simulation used to quantify the manipulator. The proposed modifies Stewart platform manipulator can be utilized to achieve a range of cross-sectional area, which is to be as universal as possible, without losing the grip while adjusting the relative position between the two ends of the manipulator. The manipulator kinematics and kinetics will be simulated using MATLAB Simulink and finite element analysis (FEA).

Table 1 below shows the comparison between traditional Stewart platform manipulator and the modified Stewart platform manipulator;
2.6 Summary

In this chapter, a review of the literature was provided. Precision positioning remains one reason why the Stewart platform was designed. The applications and many designs approach have been addressed ranging from different actuator requirements and design. The approach used in this proposed study is to modify Stewart platform by designing one with four actuators (and not the usual six) and to incorporate an adjustable clamping device to the base. The historical perspective of Stewart platform, industrial applications, medical fixators based on Stewart platform and the application driven design were discussed. Parallel manipulators were critically looked into, discussing the functions and types of parallel manipulators, making a comparison between both and also the design of each type. The spatial parallel manipulator was further discussed since it is the type employed in this thesis.

Current technology used in the Stewart platform design and the modified Stewart platform manipulator was discussed and the reason for the change explained. A comprehensive study of the new technology to be employed in this thesis, modified Stewart platform manipulator, was carried

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional SP</th>
<th>Modified SP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed base and movable plate connected via six linear actuators</td>
<td>Fixed base and movable plate connected via four linear actuators</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitable for closed-loop structure</td>
<td>Suitable for open-loop and closed-loop structures.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The assembly parts are not symmetrical.</td>
<td>The mechanism is made from the assembly of two symmetrical part flipped upside down.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not use a peg-n-hole structure and has no release.</td>
<td>Uses a simple peg-n-hole structures with a release mechanism.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not have an adjustable clamp.</td>
<td>Each part base has a spring loaded adjustable clamping mechanism.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
out. Overall, this review of literature clarified several aspects of position control and made comparisons to arrive at the modified Stewart platform mechanism.
CHAPTER THREE: PROCEDURES

3.1 Restatement of the Problem

In this Study, we present a novel approach to correct misalignment by using modified Stewart platform for precision positioning of large structures. The modified Stewart platform is first designed to correct the spatial misalignments applicable to open and closed structures via guided alignment process. Secondly, the clamping mechanism should be adjustable to different cross sections without losing the grip while adjusting the relative position between two ends of the fixator.

- Problem illustration

Figure 9: Structural alignment using $n$ number of distributed platform.
The illustration above is a misalignment problem of a bent structure with unleveled surfaces which can be corrected using \( n \) number of distributed modified Stewart platform (Figure 9). \( MSP_1, MSP_n \) are the modified Stewart platform to be fixed to the unleveled surface along their respective coordinates with \( MSP_1 \) having \( k \) linear actuators \( (L_1, L_{12}, ... L_{1k}) \) and \( MSP_n \) with \( k \) linear actuators \( (L_{n1}, L_{n2}, ... L_{nk}) \) where \( L \) is the relative length of the actuator measured at a given time. The resultant \( \vec{r}_1 \vec{r}_2 \ldots \vec{r}_m \) of the relative misalignment is measured along the bent structure from the origin relative to the coordinate.

Mathematically,

Suppose \( \exists \ n \) number of MSP is supporting the large structure.

Let \( \vec{r}_i \) be the absolute position measured on the misaligned structure.

Where \( \vec{r}_i \{i= 1, 2 \ldots m\} \) constructs the misalignment curve \( S_{\text{incorrected}} \)

The objective is to adjust \( MSP_1 \ldots MSP_n \) such that \( \vec{r} \rightarrow \vec{r}_{\text{desired}} \). Also, where the \( \vec{r}_{\text{desired}} \) is the position of the measured points after alignment which together construct the corrected curve \( S_{\text{corrected}} \).

Let the number of the linear actuator in each Stewart platform be \( k = 6 \). We want to find the optimal length of each actuator in the distributed system:\( \{L_1, L_{12}, \ldots L_{16}, L_{21}, L_{22}, \ldots L_{26}, \ldots L_{m1}, L_{m2}, \ldots L_{m6}\} \)

Such that the location of the measured points, defined by \( \vec{r}_1 \vec{r}_2 \ldots \vec{r}_m \), follow the \( S_{\text{corrected}} \)
• Special case

![Diagram of misalignment correction in closed structure](image)

Figure 10: Misalignment correction in closed structure.

The modified Stewart platform is used to correct misalignment in a closed structure such as a broken frame in a car, bone fracture or broken beam in a factory (Figure 10). In this case, two structures $S_1S_2$ are to be aligned using one modified Stewart platform with base $B_1B_2$ and $k$ linear actuators $L_1L_2 \ldots L_k$. The vector $\vec{r}$ is the relative misalignment position measured between the centers of the two structures’ end.

Mathematically,

$\vec{r}$: measure the relative misalignment between the two structures

Objective: $\vec{r} \rightarrow 0$
Let the number of actuator in this Stewart platform be \( k = 6 \), i.e. \( \overrightarrow{L_1} \overrightarrow{L_2} \ldots \overrightarrow{L_6} \). The length of each linear actuator can be measured relative to two local coordinates \( \{x_1y_1z_1, x_2y_2z_2\} \). The goal is to find \( (\overrightarrow{L^*_1} \overrightarrow{L^*_2} \ldots \overrightarrow{L^*_6}) \) such that \( \vec{r} = 0 \)

### 3.2 Design Specification Requirements

The design process is similar to that of a Stewart platform. The origin of Stewart platform, which consists two plates attached to six adjustable legs, can be traced back to when it was first modeled as an aircraft simulator, which is applicable to space vehicle emulator, hand vehicle maintenance, shipbuilding, machine tool technology, automotive, etc. (Gong, 1992). This manipulator has generated lots of design research and study with this research yielding some design specifications including but not limited to load capacity, work space requirements, that is, the range of rotation about axes, the range of motion (vertical and horizontal). Six geometrical parameters just similar to six degrees of freedom were determined according to these design considerations. Sometimes, considering these specifications, the designed platform could not perform at an acceptable standard. A further study of the Stewart platform should be examined for its design in order to ensure that the performance is satisfactory. The stiffness of the platform is another element which should be part of the design considerations. If the direction of the platform is to be designed to be as rigid as possible, a thorough study of the static loading attribute should be done in order to select the most suitable parameters. The requirements for the modified Stewart platform design are:
• The platform should enable precision positioning of structures in six-dimensional (6D) space.

• It should be easily used in closed-end and open-end structures Figure 11.

• The platform should be an adjustable manipulator that is inherently rigid with Stewart platform as one candidate mechanism.

• It should be firmly mounted around a range of cross-sectional area as universal as possible without losing the grip while adjusting the relative position between two ends of the platform.

• The Modified Stewart platform design should have load and position range capability that are adequate for correcting the structure misalignment.

• It should be able to adjust position easily either by using screw-lead mechanism or linear actuators.

• The modified Stewart platform must be affordable, be conducive to manufacturability and easy to use.
3.3  Suggested Mechanism

Figure 11: Fixator used to align closed-end structures.

3.3.1  How the device works as a whole:

Position control is one of the many important characteristics of a mechanical design and it can be found in different application such as stabilizing the helicopter landing assisted by a Stewart platform. The proposed modified Stewart platform is a preparatory step that facilitates assembly where it can be used to align two structural beams relative to each other. The post processing after alignment might be fastening, welding, etc.

The full assembly of a Stewart platform consists of a parallel mechanism with two platforms, a movable top plate which is connected to a fixed base plate and is defined by three static points on the fixed base fastened to six independent linearly actuated legs (Zhang B., 2005). The modified
Stewart platform manipulator in this study has four legs, unlike most parallel manipulators that have six linearly actuated legs with changing combination of leg-platform connections with these legs fastened to both the fixed base and mobile top plate by universal joints positioned at the end of each leg. The fixed and mobile bases are easy connect and disconnect mechanism. A complete platform is constructed from two mirror image parts with one inverted upside down. The length of each leg is variable because of it being designed to have an adjustable upper and lower body connected by a cylindrical joint.

The extent to which the legs can be adjusted varies in order to determine the position and direction of the movable platform due to its unusual range of motion and accuracy. The positioning of the platform offers controllability in six-degree space with the first three-dimensional space being in rotational degrees and the other three in translational degrees. The top plate is rotated from the base platform at 60 degrees causing the six actuated legs to be at equal distance from one another with the movement of each leg independent of the others (Zhang B., 2005). For a given structural
mass, the platform plays a significant role in positional certainty due to its high rigidity or stiffness characteristics. The accurate position characteristics are preferred over that of individual actuators because it is a parallel manipulator with forces spread across the six links.

![Figure 13: Schematic of Stewart platform.](image)

The proposed modified Stewart platform will differ from the Stewart platform in the sense

- It will consist of four linear actuators populated evenly in two parts. Each part is identical to the other as shown in **Figure 15**.

- The mechanism is made from the assembly of two symmetrical parts (part 1 and part 2) that constructs a rigid platform, where the orientation of one part is flipped upside down as shown in **Figure 15**. The end of each base has a pair of snap-fit mechanism to fasten the assembly. We proposed to use simple peg-n-hole structures (P1, H1, P2, and H2) with a release mechanism as shown in **Figure 14**.

- Each part base has an adjustable clamping mechanism and it consists of a spring loaded adjustable clamp attached to a leadscrew.
3.3.2 Innovation of this Manipulator Mechanism

- Reduced number of actuators; four linear actuators is used instead of the usual six
- Assembly of two symmetrical parts with the orientation of one flipped upside down.
- One part base is produced and replicated for the other three part base
- A spring loaded adjustable clamp for each part base

3.3.3 Merits of the proposed Modified Stewart platform Manipulator

The modified Stewart platform offers many significant advantages to its end users. These advantages range from mechanical simplicity, higher load and position range capacity, higher accuracy, great dynamic properties, higher stiffness, reduced installation requirements and more so a simpler inverse kinematics for position control, some of the merits particularly identified with the proposed manipulator are:
• It can be used in open-end and closed-end structures.

• The adjustable clamping mechanism will allow for different cross-sectional areas of structures.

• It is easier to manufacture since just one part base is to be produced and then replicated for the other three parts.

• Since it requires simpler and fewer parts i.e. four actuators, the cost of production is reduced and is less difficult to install each part.

• This device is applicable in most industries such as automotive, health, manufacturing and many more.

Figure 15: Proposed mechanism with four actuators ($k = 4$).
The attributes of this mechanism allow for a possibility to change the current manipulator design.

### 3.3.4 Impact of the Proposed Manipulator

Stewart platform is one of the most studied and researched parallel manipulators. As a result, lots of research on the development of parallel manipulator design particularly the Stewart platform, have been published. The modified Stewart platform offers an important role in all industries particularly the robotics industry and further foster the academic research on the development of parallel manipulators as a whole. This study also has an impact in the academia as follows: provides an easy connect and disconnect platform that can be used in the laboratory environment to teach students the kinematics and kinetics of parallel manipulators. The device will give students learning experience in the control theory, position analysis and the ease of manufacturing it since it is simple to make.

This parallel manipulator is an addition to the many different manipulator designs used to correct misalignment in structures.

### 3.4 Specific Objectives

#### 3.4.1 Project Objective 1:

- To develop a mechanism that corrects misalignment for small millimeter scale misalignment and high accuracy without sensor feedback.

Hypothesis:

To test the hypothesis that a modified Stewart platform design can be used to achieve misalignment within the 2 cm range and high accuracy.

Approach (Test)
• Four linearly actuated struts used with a dc motor
• The inverse kinematics and modified actuators/dimensions achieve required specification

3.4.2 Project Objective 2:
• To develop a mechanism provides a force that resists the structure stiffness.

Hypothesis:

To test the hypothesis that the developed mechanism can provide the force required to resist the structure stiffness.

Approach (Test)

An optimized combination of a design and linear actuators capable of resisting stiffness which enables the platform to manipulate loads of up to 20 kN will be developed.

3.4.3 Project Objective 3:
• To test that the developed mechanism can be used in closed and open structures.

Hypothesis:

To test the hypothesis that the developed mechanism can be mounted on structures using two symmetrical parts.

Approach (Test)

To predict that the developed mechanism can be used in close structures. A finite element model is built and simulated using ANSYS finite element software. This model will be dependent on the use of element technique, retaining the most important degrees of freedom (DOF) of each component to reduce the total number of DOF of the system (Hanieh, 2003).
3.4.4 Project Objective 4:

- The developed mechanism can hold beam cross section ranging from 3 cm to 5 cm.

Hypothesis:

To test the hypothesis that the proposed Stewart platform manipulator can hold cross section from 3 cm to 5 cm with the use of the spring loaded adjustable clamp. This clamp is attached to each base and can be expanded and contracted to accommodate for proper grasping of the beam.

3.5 Structure Description

The modified Stewart platform manipulator shown in Figure 1 is a six-DOF parallel mechanism, which consists of two platforms, a moving top plate and a fixed base plate connected through four identical but independent kinematics legs that are linked to both the moveable top and fixed base plates by universal joints. These legs have changing combination of leg-platform connections. The length of each leg is variable and can independently control the motion of the top movable platform.

3.5.1 Actuators

Linear actuators are important components of the structural fixator. The motion needed in this device is the linear motion which is derived when rotary motion is converted to linear motion or from linear electrical motors. These manipulators can be actuated open loop when used as a rotary stepper motor (Lazarevic, 1997). A linear motion transmitted from rotary motion is required if a rotary motor is used as an actuator. Conversion of rotary motion into linear motion is often by ball-screw transmission and rack-and-pinion transmission. Although the rack-and-pinion transmission seems to offer more advantages compared to the ball screw, each of them has different applications. The rack-and-pinion can allow for easy adjustment, take less space, more appropriate
for attaining higher speed and is more efficient, the ball screw can achieve zero backlashes more allowing the platform to stop in the case of shutdown (Lazarevic, 1997). However, the ball screw system will be used by this device although it at the expense of speed since it is a slow and less efficient system.

For the proposed modified Stewart platform, four prototyped feedback rod linear actuators were used with each of them having a built in potentiometer that helps to determine the actuator position at any point in time. The actuators have 12 inches stroke, 12 volts input and are 200 Lbs. dynamic force linear actuators. Each actuator is weighted 3.85 lbs. with a retracted and extended length of 17.9 inches and 29.9 inches respectively (Firgelli Automations, 2016). The table below shows the specification of the actuator.

Table 2. Specifications for Actuators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic force</td>
<td>200 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static force</td>
<td>400 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed (in/s)</td>
<td>0.3 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gear ratio</td>
<td>30:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screw</td>
<td>Acme Screw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread Diameter</td>
<td>12 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>12V Dc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Draw</td>
<td>5A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>10K ohm 3-wire potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linearity +/- 0.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 Turn potentiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power rating 1 – 1.5 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Joints

Universal joints are usually the most suitable for applications where it is difficult to avoid large angular misalignment. Universal joints can also handle parallel misalignment by connecting in series two joints, and axial misalignment by introducing a spline or sliding shaft to the assembled joint (Lazarevic, 1997). The actuators and platform should be connected using universal joints.
since they provide a greater range of rotational motion around the joints than the ball-and-socket joints.

For this study, we used a prototype heavy duty inline booted ball joint linkage (female shank with stud). It has a stud and shank thread size of 5/16"-24, length (A) of 1 3/16", Stud length (B) of 5/8", Length (C) of 1 3/16", and thread depth (F) of 9/16" (Mcmaster-carr, 2016).

Table 3. Specifications for Joints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inch/Metric</th>
<th>Inch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stud and Shank Thread Size</td>
<td>5/16&quot;-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (A)</td>
<td>1 3/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stud Length (B)</td>
<td>5/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (C)</td>
<td>1 3/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thread Depth (F)</td>
<td>9/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Draw</td>
<td>5A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Methodology

Kinematic analysis is important in manipulators as they are useful in determining how the manipulator moves with respect to the actuator input. The reason why the kinematic analysis of the modified Stewart platform is carried out is to create methods for analyzing the basic kinematic feature of the mechanism and also to develop a computer-aided procedure capable of carrying out such analyses (Gong, 1992). Some of these kinematic characteristics include position and velocity of the links, workspace management, motion range of the mechanism and to identify its physical constraints, hence, helping to acquire both design and device application recommendation for this mechanism (Gong, 1992). The type of inverse kinematics used in the article by (Bingul & Karahan, 2012) will be followed.

Figure 16 shows the adaptive control system to adjust the misalignment. It consists of the input signal, linear actuators, system dynamic model, moving plate, the output signal, feedback
and the feedback from the encoder. The signal $\vec{F}$ is inputted into the four linear actuators $G_1, G_2, G_3, G_4$ with the change in length of the four actuator ($\Delta l_1, \Delta l_2, \Delta l_3, \Delta l_4$) connected to the system dynamic model $G_5$. The signal from the system dynamic model is transferred into the moving plate $G_6$ to cause rotation and produces an output signal $\vec{X}$. The feedback runs through the encoder $G_7$ and back through the four actuators.

The Jacobian matrix which is necessary for accurate simulation model was derived. Finally, MATLAB was used to simulate the dynamic equations including the rigid body and actuator dynamics.

For this modified Stewart platform manipulator, first, the inverse algorithm in MATLAB environment or 20 sims will be used. Secondly, the structural mechanical analysis using ANSYS workbench to determine the static and dynamic characteristics and the contact between the clamp and grasped object will be done. Lastly, an analysis on the optimization of the structure to a predefined structure. The Lagrangian method and Jacobian matrix was used to develop the

![Figure 16: Adaptive control system to adjust the misalignment.](image-url)
kinematic analysis on the model with the position and orientation of the top plate defined (Gong, 1992).

3.7 Back of the Envelop Modeling

Stewart platform used in correcting misalignment was designed to solve problems of structures of small misalignment. The kind of deformation to expect on the structures are very small. Taking the simple example below of a fixed and free-end cantilever with small misalignment, we will determine the forces that will adjust the misalignment such that this adjustment will not cause large deformation. Therefore, we will use the theory of small deflection.
Assuming two fixed and two free ends cantilever are misaligned by \( \delta_m \), the goal is to find \( F_{YB1}, F_{XB1}, F_{YB2}, F_{XB2} \) such that \( \delta_m = 0 \)

For small deflection due to vertical loading at the free end, the deflection profile of the structure \( S_1 \) follows:

\[
y = F_{YB1}
\]  

With maximum deflection measured at free end \( x = l \) ⇒

From (Beam deflection formulas, 2016)

\[
\delta_m = \frac{pa^2}{6EI} (3l - a)
\]  
\[
\theta = \frac{pa^2}{2EI}
\]
Where $\delta_m$ is the maximum deflection, $\theta$ is the bending angle, $E$ is the young modulus and $I$ is the area moment of inertia.

For structure 1, $\theta_1 = \frac{P_1 a_1^2}{2E_1 l_1}$

and $\delta_{max1} = \frac{P_1 a_1^2 (3l_1 - a_1)}{6E_1 l_1}$

Likewise for structure 2,

$\theta_2 = \frac{P_2 a_2^2}{2E_2 l_2}$

and $\delta_{max2} = \frac{P_2 a_2^2 (3l_2 - a_2)}{6E_2 l_2}$
Where $l_o$ is the length of the Stewart platform, $P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4$ are the force vectors and $M_1, M_2$ are the bending moment.

Under quasi-static balance, $\sum F_y = 0$ we obtain

$$P_1 = -P_2.$$ Let, $P_1 = P_2 = P$

Assume that the problem being tried to solve is simply broken and there is no gap between the structures,

$l_o, l_1, l_2, E_1, E_2, I_1, I_2$ are the fixed characteristics of Stewart platform that cannot be changed.

$a_1, a_2, P_1, P_2$ are the characteristics of Stewart platform that can vary depending on how the MSP is installed, and on the amount of static force applied to the structure.

From, $l_1 + l_2 = a_1 + a_2 + l_o$

$$a_2 = l_1 + l_2 - l_o - a_1$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
\[ \delta_{max1} = \frac{pa_1^2(3l_1-a_1)}{6E_1l_1} \]  

(9)

\[ \delta_{max2} = \frac{-P(l_1+l_2-l_0-a_1)^2(3l_2-l_1-l_2+l_0+a_1)}{6E_2l_2} \]  

(10)

The total displacement required aligning the two free is

\[ |\delta_{total}| = |\delta_{max1}| + |\delta_{max2}| \]

Rewrite,

\[ |\delta_{total}| = \left| \frac{pa_1^2(3l_1-a_1)}{6E_1l_1} \right| + \left| \frac{-P(l_1+l_2-l_0-a_1)^2(3l_2-l_1-l_2+l_0+a_1)}{6E_2l_2} \right| \]  

(11)

because \( \delta_{total} \) is a positive number and all lengths are positive, we simplify above equation into

\[ \frac{6\delta_{total}}{p} = \frac{a_1^2(3l_1-a_1)}{E_1l_1} + \frac{(l_1+l_2-l_0-a_1)^2(3l_2-l_1-l_2+l_0+a_1)}{E_2l_2} \]  

(12)

To solve this problem, \( a_1 \) and \( P \) can be any number depending on the constraints and the static balance. Where \( 0 \leq a_1 \leq l_1 \) and \( 0 \leq P \leq P_{max} \). The relationship between \( a_1 \) and load \( P \) are numerically solved. The exist set of solutions, allowing different possible method of clamping depending on range of allowed \( a_1 \) and \( P \).

3.8 Inverse Kinematics

3.8.1 Position Model

The coordinate system illustrated in Figure 20 describes the motion of the moving platform. The fixed base has a coordinate system (B\( _{XYZ} \)) and another coordinate system (T\( _{xyz} \)) which is located at the center of mass of the moving platform. The fixed base and moving platforms have connecting points (B\( _i \) and T\( _i \)) respectively. These points are placed on fixed and moving platforms (Figure 20.a.) Also, (T\( _2 \) and T\( _3 \), T\( _1 \) and T\( _4 \)) are the separation angles between points.
which are denoted by $\theta_p$ as shown in Figure 20.b. Similarly, the separation angles between points (B$_1$ and B$_4$, B$_2$ and B$_3$) are denoted by $\theta_b$.

![Diagram of the modified SP manipulator](image)

Figure 20: Schematic diagram of the modified SP manipulator.

From Figure 20.b, the location of the $i^{th}$ attachment point (T$_i$) on the moving platform can be found (Equation 15). The radii of the moving platform and fixed base are $r_p$ and $r_{base}$ respectively. Similarly, the location of the $i^{th}$ attachment point (B$_i$) on the base platform can be also obtained from Equation 16.

\[
GT_i = \begin{bmatrix}
GT_{xi} \\
GT_{yi} \\
GT_{zi}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
r_p \cos(\lambda_i) \\
r_p \sin(\lambda_i) \\
0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \lambda_i = \frac{i}{3} - \frac{\theta_p}{2} \quad i = 1,3, \quad \lambda_i = \lambda_{i-1} + \theta_p \quad i = 2,4
\]  

(13)

\[
B_i = \begin{bmatrix}
B_{xi} \\
B_{yi} \\
B_{zi}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
r_{base} \cos(\upsilon_i) \\
r_{base} \sin(\upsilon_i) \\
0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \upsilon_i = \frac{i}{3} - \frac{\theta_b}{2} \quad i = 1,3, \quad \upsilon_i = \upsilon_{i-1} + \theta_b \quad i = 2,4
\]  

(14)
The position vector $P$ describes the pose of the moving platform and a rotation matrix $B_{RT}$. $R_X(\alpha)$ is the rotation of $\alpha$ about the fixed $x$-axis, $R_Y(\beta)$ is the rotation of $\beta$ about the fixed $y$-axis and $R_Z(\gamma)$ is the rotation of $\gamma$ about the fixed $z$-axis which are defined by the rotation matrix roll, pitch and yaw respectively. This allows for derivation of the rotation matrix about the base platform coordinate system. The position vector $p$ denotes the translation vector of the origin of the moving platform about the base platform. Based on (Bingul & Karahan, 2012), the rotation matrix and the position vector is given as follows.

\[
B_{RT} = R_Z(\gamma)R_Y(\beta)R_X(\alpha) = \begin{bmatrix} r_{11} & r_{12} & r_{13} \\ r_{21} & r_{22} & r_{23} \\ r_{31} & r_{32} & r_{33} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} P_x \\ P_y \\ P_z \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

(15)

(16)

The position vector is defined by $G_T i$ and $B_i$ as shown in Figure 20. The vector $L_i$ of the link $I$ is obtained as

\[
L_i = R_{XYZ}G_T i + P - B_i \quad i = 1,2, \ldots 4.
\]

(17)

With the position and orientation of the moving platform given as $X_{p-o} = \begin{bmatrix} P_x & P_y & P_z & \alpha & \beta & \gamma \end{bmatrix}^T$

\[
l_i^2 = (P_x - B_{xl} + G_T xlr_{11} + G_T ylr_{12})^2 + (P_y - B_{yl} + G_T xlr_{21} + G_T ylr_{22})^2 + (P_z + G_T xlr_{31} + G_T ylr_{32})^2
\]

(18)

The length of the actuator is $l_i = ||L_i||$.

3.8.2 Vector Model

The Jacobian matrix relates the actuators velocities to the general platform velocity as given below (Bingul & Karahan, 2012),
\[
\dot{L} = J\dot{X}
\]  
(19)

Where \(\dot{L}\) and \(\dot{X}\) are the velocities of the leg and the moving platform respectively.

The relationship between the actuator velocities and the generalized velocity of the moving platform \((\dot{X}_{p-o})\) is rewritten as

\[
\dot{L} = J_A^{-1} \dot{X}_p = J_{IA} \dot{V}_{T_j}
\]  
(20)

Hence, the generalized velocity of the moving platform is

\[
\dot{V}_{T_j} = J_{IIA} \dot{X}_{p-o}
\]  
(21)

Where \(\dot{V}_{T_j}\) is the velocity of the platform connection point of the leg.

Based on (Bingul and Karahan 2012) derivation,

The first Jacobian matrix is

\[
J_{IB} = \begin{bmatrix}
    u_{x1} & u_{y1} & u_{z1} \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
    u_{x6} & u_{y6} & u_{z6}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    (B_{RT_i} GT_i x \bar{u}_1)^T \\
    \vdots \\
    (B_{RT_i} GT_i x \bar{u}_6)^T
\end{bmatrix}_{6 \times 6}
\]  
(22)

The second Jacobian matrix is

\[
J_{IIB} = \begin{bmatrix}
    1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & \cos \beta & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & -\sin \alpha \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & -\sin \beta & 0 & \cos \alpha
\end{bmatrix}_{6 \times 6}
\]  
(23)

Where \(GT_i = [GT_{xi} GT_{yi} GT_{zi}]^T\)

\[
T_j = [P_x P_y P_z]^T + B_{RT_i} GT_i = x + B_{RT_i} GT_i
\]
\( \omega = (\omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z) \) is the angular velocity of the moving platform with reference to the base.

\( u_i \) is the unit vector along the axis of the prismatic joint of link \( i \).

\[
\bar{u}_i = \frac{B_i T_j}{|L_i|} = \frac{L_i}{l_i}, \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  j = \frac{i + 1}{2} & \text{if } i \text{ is odd} \\
  j = \frac{i}{2} & \text{if } i \text{ is even}
\end{array} \right.
\]

3.9 Finite Element Modelling

Finite element analysis (FEM) is the tool that was used to study the stresses in the structure. The finite element model is built and simulated using ANSYS finite element software. This model is dependent on the use of element technique, retaining the most important degrees of freedom (DOF) of each component to reduce the total number of DOF of the system (Hanieh, 2003). The method for evaluating the performance of the Stewart platform in the alignment of structures was to construct a structure and build a Stewart platform and apply loading or optimize in such a way that the misaligned structure was corrected. The optimization tools in ANSYS will be used to study the right force that is required to align the structure. This also told us how much each actuator moved. FEM predicted that the developed mechanism can be used in close structures.

3.10 Experiment

The experiment for this study was done in the next chapter. A test bed was constructed and used to describe the experimental research of the new product development. It serves as a platform for conducting a test on the modified Stewart platform manipulator. The bed will consist of a top platform and a fixed base. Two misaligned structures were used to test the modified Stewart platform manipulator. One of them was attached to the fixed base and the other attached to the top platform. Unlike the traditional Stewart platform, the modified Stewart platform was carried out on these misaligned structures in a closed loop environment which required the two symmetrical
parts separated and then attached to the misaligned beams before joining them back. The top platform has several holes, which allow for changing the position of the misaligned structure attached to it. The position of the misaligned structure can be changed depending on the level of misalignment. The modified Stewart platform is then connected to the two structures to correct the misalignment. The purpose of building the testbed includes:

- Building a structure that represents realistic problems. This structure is closed and has two ends.
- To test the test bed platform for its ability to correct the misalignment. This platform should have different capabilities including the ability to exchange beams with different cross section so that we can see how the modified Stewart platform will adjust for different platforms. Also, to test its ability to change the location of the misalignment with the predetermined offsets so as to see the maximum capacity of the modified Stewart platform manipulator to bend things.
- To compare analytical results that are obtained with the numerical simulations.

To build the testbed, we purchased standard beams which were be connected by welding. The frame of the beam will be a rigid structure. The bottom and top of the test bed was modular with a stud coming from the bottom where the beam is screwed. The cross-section of the top of the bed was modular but adjustable. This was achieved by different idea preliminary by inserting different holes on the top of the bed but this time the stud is on the beam itself so that there is room to screw.

To fabricate the modified Stewart platform, some components that were purchased were used. We used the standard linear actuators and the standard ball joints to create the first symmetrical part all fitted together which were machined in the school’s laboratory and with the school’s machines. For the control, the four linear actuators came with an encoder each to measure their
distance and that gave an idea of how much the base moved by using the inverse kinematics obtained to tell in an open loop how it is expected to move. With this in place, the movement angle was measured. Also, an experiment to test the relationship between the linear displacement and the base.

In the future work, sensors will be added to the test bed to measure the distance and to make it automatic adjustments. This bed will have proximity sensors that will measure how much of offset is required. This will be used to feed information to the modified Stewart platform, which makes this mechanism take correction automatically.

Figure 21: Test Bed showing two misaligned structures.
3.12 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided a detailed description of the procedure used to achieve the objectives of the study. The restatement of the problem was followed by design specification requirement. The innovation, merits, impacts of the modified Stewart platform were described. Finally, the chapter also addressed the structure description, methodology, back of the envelope modeling, inverse kinematics and the finite element modeling of the proposed study.
CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS

This chapter provides the results of simulation and experiment according to the procedure developed in chapter three. The first section discusses the simulation of the modified Stewart platform by performing the analysis of 3D model while the other section discusses the experimental aspect of the analyzed 3D model. The structural mechanical analysis using ANSYS workbench to determine the static and dynamic characteristics and the contact between the clamp and grasped object is done. An analysis on the optimization of the structure of a predefined structure is also carried out.

4.1 Kinematic Analysis Based on Mathematical Model

In chapter three, a mathematical model was obtained to relate the relationship between external forces applied by Stewart platform and the displacement of the bent-structure. A back of the envelop study is conducted to understand the relationship for several sets of selected material and dimensions. MATLAB was used to simulate the dynamic equations including the rigid body and actuator dynamics. For this modified Stewart platform manipulator, the inverse algorithm in MATLAB environment is used to simulate the math’s for the parameters.
4.2 Finite Element Modeling of Alignment Problem

This section consists of the results of the structural mechanical analysis. To study the stresses in the structure, the Finite element analysis tool is used. The finite element model is built and simulated using ANSYS finite element software. ANSYS is the software that implements the finite element simulations on structures, solid mechanics, and fluid. This model is dependent on the use of element technique, retaining the most important degrees of freedom (DOF) of each component to reduce the total number of DOF of the system (Hanieh, 2003). The method for evaluating the performance of the Stewart platform in the alignment of structures was to construct a structure, build a Stewart platform, and apply loading in such a way that the misaligned structure is corrected.
The reason for using this tool is to (1) simulate the structural displacement of the assembly under load, which shows the ability of the Stewart Platform to correct misalignment and (2) simulate the stress distribution to predict whether or not the structure will fail. This will also tell how much each actuator should move. The misaligned structure is an anchored pipe broken into two pieces.

Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Properties</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit (SI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Young Modulus E</td>
<td>2.3*10e9</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus</td>
<td>2.5556e+09</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Modulus</td>
<td>8.5185e+08</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Failure Study

The failure study is carried out on two PVC material beam and two stainless steel material beams, which is attached to two fixed aluminum plate to compare their structural analysis. The purpose of this study is to simulate and visualize the behavior of the misaligned beams when actuation load is applied and to evaluate the safest maximum load. The directional deformation along the x, y and z-axes and the maximum stress output is obtained in this analysis. The study is carried out by considering five input displacements throughout the analyses and applying loads of 100N, 500N, 1000N, 2000N and 3000N on the misaligned beam to determine its deformation and its equivalent stress. These displacements are chosen based on the size of the beams to be aligned and the length of actuators. The resulting stresses are examined based on the load inputted to determine if it does not exceed the ultimate tensile strength of the material taking note that exceeding this property number shows that the device will fail under the given load. In addition, the actuation load is taken
from the previous chapter, which are the specifications of the actuators and ball joints given by the manufacturer.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 24**: Illustration showing the location of the load with respect to the assembly

**Figure 24** above is an illustration showing the location of the load with respect to the assembly that matches the finite element model simulation. Two PVC pipes are attached to two fixed plates. $H$ is the length of the modified Stewart platform. $D_1, D_2$ are the diameters of pipes one and two, $l_1, l_2$ are the lengths of pipes of pipes one and two. $Y$ is the displacement between the load applied on pipe one and the fixed plate. $F_x$ is the load applied on the two pipes with that acting on pipe two in the opposite direction. The point of loading is the position of the top and bottom base. $P_1, P_2$ is the center to center distance of the pipes which is the misalignment $|\overrightarrow{P_1P_2}|$ and $g = 1 \text{ mm}$ is the distance between the two pipes. The initial misalignment before applying load was 1mm and the gap was 1 mm.
Figure 25: Output result along Z-axis of two misaligned beams

Figure 26: Output result of maximum equivalent stress of two misaligned beams
Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28 are the output results of a 100N load applied to the two PVC beams in opposite directions at the initial position of y= 0. It is observed that the directional deformation is at the tip of the beams along the Z-axis. The deformation of beam 1 is obtained as -0.51986mm while that of beam 2 is -0.52309mm. The equivalent stress is obtained as 15.73Mpa. Also, the directional deformation along x-axis and z-axis are -0.05856mm and -0.0077601mm respectively.
The output results for x and y directional deformation are -0.00077 mm and -0.05856 mm. These values of deformation are very small and as such are not significant. The stress distribution is observed at the tip of the two pipes. A graph is plotted for the results of loads 100N, 500N, 1000N, 2000N and 3000N for y= 0. The result of the above case for the five applied loads is tabulated in Table 5 given below. The output results of loads 500N, 1000N, 2000N and 3000N when applied to PVC material and that of stainless steel material is shown in the appendix.

Table 5. Static Structural analysis results for two misaligned PVC beams for y= 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Force</th>
<th>(P1)x</th>
<th>(P2)x</th>
<th>Max Stress</th>
<th>1-[(P1)x – (P2)x]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.51986</td>
<td>-0.52309</td>
<td>15.73</td>
<td>0.4249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>-2.7529</td>
<td>-2.7674</td>
<td>82.954</td>
<td>-4.5203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-5.5053</td>
<td>-5.5347</td>
<td>165.912</td>
<td>-10.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-11.011</td>
<td>-11.069</td>
<td>331.82</td>
<td>-21.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>-16.517</td>
<td>-16.604</td>
<td>497.72</td>
<td>-32.121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 29: Relationship between loads applied to the beams and distance
Figure 29 is a graph showing the relationship between various loads and the displacement of the two pipes. This result is for when $y = 0$ for several loads applied to the two plastic pipes where $g$ is 1 mm and $(P_1 P_2)_x$ is 1 mm. It is observed that as the load decreases, the more the misalignment is been corrected. This results shows that it is better to fix the modified Stewart platform at a location close to the base so it does not move or not hanging up on the misaligned structure. Since the load applied does not exceed this maximum stress, then we can say the structure safely passed. When the mechanism is placed at a zero position, a 92N force is required to correct a 1 mm misalignment.

4.3.1 Mechanism provide force that resists the structure stiffness

One of the critical parts of the modified Stewart platform is the actuator assembly and as such, we will be analyzing this part. The actuators were purchased from Firgelli Automations company (Firgelli Automations, 2016) and McMaster-Carr commercial company (Mcmaster-carr, 2016) respectively. The reason for analysis on this assembly is because it is the part that ensures the required precision control as it affects the relative positions of the misaligned structure that needs correction. As this assembly moves, the misalignment is corrected. The hypothesis is tested to determine that the actuator assembly can provide the force required to resist the structure stiffness. The approach was to use the linear actuators capable of resisting stiffness, which enables the platform to manipulate loads of up to 20kN. In Figure 30 below, the maximum total deformation of $1.2635e-5$ m is observed at the bottom of the sliding cylinder due to the positive force that is applied at the bottom of the sliding cylinder. The force is $889.64$ N. The equivalent stress is observed at the bottom of the ball attached to the top joint with the equivalent stress been $5.4426e-7$ Pa. The stress is located at that point because the negative force is located at the base which causes the actuator to be pulled down.
In Figure 31 below, the total deformation is pointing down at the bottom due to the force that the sliding cylinder is acting on. The total deformation is observed at 2.6189e-6 m. Also, the equivalent stress is observed right under the ball as 2.6039e-7 Pa due to the force pulling the actuator downwards.
In Figure 32 below, for the bottom joint designed, the maximum deformation, $4.7057e^{-7}$ m is observed at the side of the joint. This is because the joint moves in different directions and is not stable. For the equivalent stress, the middle of the hole of the bottom joint is observed to be the stress location. The stress, which is $8.6098e^{-6}$, is observed in this position because the joint is carrying the whole actuator and is being directed downwards.

Figure 32: Output results for bottom joint design

Figure 33 below shows the output results for the top, middle and bottom pin. The top pin has a maximum deformation of $4.4423e^{-6}$ m is observed at the center of the top pin because as the sliding cylinder is moving vertically, it pulls it down which allows all the stress to go to the center. The middle pin has a maximum total deformation observed at $1.0706e^{-6}$ m which is pointing to the middle right of the pin. The pin is under pressure as a result of the sliding cylinder and the movement of the whole actuator. The bottom pin has a maximum deformation of $8.8318e^{-7}$ m. This is observed at the center of the left pin due to the force that the whole actuator is applying on.
As shown in **Figure 33** above, the stress acting on the top pin is located on top of the pin with the maximum equivalent stress at 1.94467 Pa. Also, the equivalent stress is exactly in the middle of the pin due to the force acting downwards. This equivalent stress is 5.8642e5 Pa. For the bottom pin, the force is located exactly in the middle of the pin. This is because the force acting down is 889.64 N and the equivalent stress 6.2958e6 Pa.

### 4.3.2 Mechanism used in closed and open structures

FEM predicts that the developed mechanism can be used in closed structures; two symmetrical parts were developed with the two parts mounted on structures. In addition, finite element model is built and simulated using ANSYS finite element software. **Figure 34** shows the two symmetrical parts with the adjustable clamps.
4.3.3  Mechanism can hold beam of cross sectional shape mainly Pipe

The future work for this research work will include grasping problem. The hypothesis is tested to determine that the base when flipped upside down and connected symmetrically can hold various beams especially circle. The design is in such a way that the lead screw is attached to the base and a grasping clamp attached to the end of the screw for proper grasping of the beam. One advantage of this is that, the lead screw expands and contracts to accommodate the required cross-
section. This will also improve or increase the stiffness. The adjustable clamp also offers the advantage of being mounted around a range of cross-sectional area so as not to lose grip while adjusting the relative position between two ends of the platform. Another advantage is that the adjustable clamp will be easy to use. One disadvantage is that the grasping clamp has to be changed for different shapes of misaligned parts that needs to be corrected. A spring-loaded adjustable clamp shown in Figure 35 below is designed to help achieve this aim.

![Spring loaded adjustable clamp](image)

**Figure 235: Spring loaded adjustable clamp**

### 4.4 Manufacturing of Stewart Platform

For the modified Stewart platform, four prototyped feedback rod linear actuators are used with a built-in potentiometer for each of them, which helps to determine the actuator position at any time. Figure 36 gives the initial drawing of one of the actuators and ball joint with combined design taken for analysis. Actuation load is taken from the previous chapter, which are the specifications of the actuators given by the manufacturing industries as shown in Table 2.
4.4.1 CAD Design

The ball joint is connected at the top of the actuator and is responsible for limiting only translation at the joint, and allowing for rotation about all three axes (Hartt, Gilchrist, & Truman, 2012). These joints will help align the actuators.
The combined design shown in Figure 38 consists of three parts, one, two and three. Part two is designed to fit into part one. Part three is designed in such a way that the actuator can be connected to it. These parts are designed to help control the movement of the actuator and the ball joint and to better correct the misalignment.

4.4.2 Material and Specification

This mechanism consists of parts made from aluminum, Zinc and steel materials. The housing of the ball joint and stud joint is made of Zinc-plated steel. The actuators purchased from the manufacturer consists of an aluminum inner and an outer tube paired with a zinc alloy housing. Also, the fabricated parts are made from aluminum materials. Below are the engineering specifications for the materials used to develop the mechanism. The linkages of the ball joint compensate for the misalignment by making pivoting connections.

The actuators and ball joints whose engineering specifications have been listed in Table 6 above were purchased from Firgelli Automations company (Firgelli Automations, 2016) and McMaster-Carr commercial company (Mcmaster-carr, 2016) respectively.
Table 6. Engineering Specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec #</th>
<th>Parameter Description</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cost/Actuator</td>
<td>$139.99 per actuator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ball Joint linkages</td>
<td>$11.08 each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Actuator force</td>
<td>889.6 N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Actuator Input</td>
<td>12V DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Actuator Stroke</td>
<td>12”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Actuator Speed (&quot;/S)</td>
<td>0.3&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Actuator Operational Temperature</td>
<td>65°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Retracted length</td>
<td>17.9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Extended length</td>
<td>29.9&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ball joint length</td>
<td>2 3/8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ball joint stud and thread size</td>
<td>5/16&quot;-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Thread depth</td>
<td>9/16&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ball Joint Temperature</td>
<td>Up to 80°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4.3 Machining Procedures

Combined Design:

a. Designed Part 1
   i. Aluminum bar is cut and machined into the correct size as shown in Figure 39
   ii. Drill top hole for mounting of the bottom of the actuator, as well as holes at the bottom for connecting part 2 shown in Figure 40 below.

b. Designed Part 2
   i. Aluminum bar is cut and machined into the correct size shown in Figure 40 above.
ii. Drill hole on the side for attaching part 1 and another at the bottom for attaching the base.

![Designed Part 3](image)

Figure 4125: Designed Part 3

c. Designed Part 3

i. Aluminum bar is cut and machined into the correct size as shown in Figure 41 above.

ii. Drill holes on the side and bottom for attaching both actuator and ball joint respectively.

![Aluminum ring for Base](image)

Figure 4226: Aluminum ring for Base
Actuator Mount:

i. Cut rings shown in Figure 42 above into two equal parts to make two bases.

ii. Step one above is repeated to get the remaining two base.

iii. Drill holes on the base in Figure 43 below for mounting of the ball joint, actuator, and designed part 3, as well as holes for mounting the adjustable clamp and holes for the two-top base and two-bottom base.

Figure 4327: Base

4.4.4 Assembly Procedures

The design of the mechanism is an improvement and modification on the existing system. This section, however, presents the results of human design assembled together to solve problems and to reduce assembly errors. It is important to note that the chances of a product are termed perfectly reduces the number of parts assembled together rises. Mistake-proof product assembly also known as Poka-yoke was implemented in the assembly so that the mechanism can be assembled in one way. The step-by-step assembly procedure is presented below. First, a part-by-part assembly analysis was done to determine if the parts can be combined, how they can be combined, and if some parts can be eliminated. Consideration was also given to the material
properties, the reason why all the assembly parts are aluminum. The prototype of the modified Stewart platform is initially produced by assembling the scaled 3D model of the parts in order to test the mechanism under real conditions before progressing into full production. Each step of the assembly procedure is started and completed after the previous step has been completed. The unnecessary part was avoided since they will involve extra efforts and the assembly proceeded vertically with parts added on top of the other. Figure 44 below shows the two symmetrical parts, which is first assembled, before been joined together as shown in Figure 45.

Figure 4428: Assembled symmetrical parts
Figure 45: Assembled mechanism
4.5 Product/Preliminary Test

In order to ensure that the mechanism designed meets all the geometrical requirements, a test bed, and several small-scale models are initially designed in 3D shown in Figure 46 above. A scale model is then constructed to achieve the necessary stroke and performance. Testing was done by constructing a test bed shown in Figure 47 below which was used to describe the experimental research of the new product development. It is a platform for conducting a test on the modified Stewart platform. Two misaligned beams are used to test the modified Stewart platform and are attached to the test bed. The assembly mechanism is then attached to the misaligned beams. Testing is initialized with four actuators and is verified that it meets performance requirements with tests designed specifically for the four actuators. The assembly is clamped to the two misaligned beams and load is applied to correct the misalignment. The load and range of motion is then verified with
the manufacturer’s specifications for the ball joints and actuators. To test the motion of the symmetrical parts, we placed the symmetrical parts on the floor and moved around to see the directions of motion as shown in Figure 44 above.
4.6 Quality of Machining

This study examines the surface quality of machined parts to determine if they meet technical requirement. The most efficient process is used in the machining so that each of the parts meets all specifications and ensured that inspections are done after each machining to justify the accuracy of each dimension. The data for each machined part is collected and recorded in Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 below for comparison. Variables A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N represents the side hole, bottom hole, width of top hole, width, length, length of top hole, external diameter of part 3, internal diameter of part 3, internal diameter of base, external diameter of base, clamping hole, actuator hole and base connector hole respectively.

Table 7. Dimensions for Designed part 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Length (Inch) E</th>
<th>Width D (Inch)</th>
<th>Thickness F (Inch)</th>
<th>Bottom hole diameter B (Inch)</th>
<th>Side hole diameter A (Inch)</th>
<th>Width of Top hole C (Inch)</th>
<th>Length of Top hole G (Inch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.00025</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000000025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. Dimensions for Designed part 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Length E (Inch)</th>
<th>Width D (Inch)</th>
<th>Thickness F (Inch)</th>
<th>Bottom hole Diameter B (Inch)</th>
<th>Side hole diameter A(Inch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.515</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. Dimensions for Designed part 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>External Diameter H (Inch)</th>
<th>Internal Diameter I (Inch)</th>
<th>Bottom hole Diameter B (Inch)</th>
<th>Side hole diameter A (Inch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.253</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.251</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>2.502</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.0000001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For all the machined part, the maximum tolerance is 0.001 inches. This tolerance proves that the quality of the machining process is good. The tolerance caters for both human and machine error. The results confirm that the dimensions of the parts are good enough to perform the functions it was designed for and thus, is of good quality. It is not surprising to know that the machining of the parts took more time than anticipated. Averagely, a set (four samples) of each designed part took as much as ten hours which gave a total of thirty hours to machine all the parts. This time justifies while the tolerance is as minimal as possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>External Diameter K (Inch)</th>
<th>Internal Diameter J (Inch)</th>
<th>Thickness F (Inch)</th>
<th>Clamping hole L (Inch)</th>
<th>Actuator hole M (Inch)</th>
<th>Base Connector hole N (Inch)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.000081</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.7  Summary

To answer project objective one, section 4.3 presented the analysis carried out to confirm that the mechanism can correct misalignment of a small millimeter scale misalignment. This was achieved by attaching two misaligned PVC beam to the testbed with the modified Stewart platform attached and load applied. It is observed that as the load decreases, the more the misalignment is been corrected. This result showed that it is better to fix the modified Stewart platform at a location close to the base so it does not move and that to achieve a zero misalignment for an initial 1 mm misalignment; 92N load is applied on the beams.

The actuator assembly was analyzed as described in Section 4.3.1 to answer project objective two. This analysis was carried out on this assembly since it is a critical part of the modified Stewart platform due to serious contact problem that could be from the sliding actuator cylinder, various joints from the designed parts in order to determine where the stresses lie. The deformation and maximum equivalent stresses of the actuator assembly were observed to be lower than the structure stiffness, which proves that the pipes can resist structure stiffness of actuator.

Section 4.3.2 presented the answer to project objective three. The method used was develop the modified Stewart platform in such a way that it has two symmetrical parts which can be connected to misaligned structures and also disconnected from them. The symmetrical parts can be connected using a connect-disconnect mechanism by flipping the other part. The symmetrical parts allows for misalignment corrections of bigger structures that cannot be done using the original Stewart platform, which mostly is used for predefined specific sizes.

The adjustable clamp is important for grasping in the two symmetrical parts that allow for different shapes and different cross-sectional area. As such, a 3D printed clamp was attached to the base, which could be expanded and contracted to hold the pipes. These adjustments confirms
that the adjustable clamp can hold smaller and larger plastics of various sizes. This clamp was
designed especially for circular pipes because of the material of the clamp, which is made of ABS
plastic. The future work for this study will be to design adjustable clamps using different materials
and different shapes.
CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSION

This chapter records the result of the project, covers the discussion and addresses the conclusion.

5.1 Results and Discussion

The major objective of this study was to design a modified Stewart platform manipulator that can be firmly mounted around a cross-sectional area without losing the grip while adjusting the relative position of the two ends of the Stewart platform. Other objectives were to understand the usage of the mechanism for closed-end and open-end structure applications, understand the characteristics of the mechanism for misalignment problems, apply the concept of Stewart platform manipulator to the modified version, study the performance of the proposed mechanism and finally understanding the significance and importance of the development of analytical tools such as mechanical manipulator. ANSYS workbench is used to simulate the device performance to achieve the specified objectives. The specification for the actuators and ball joints is taken from its manufacturing website. A SOLIDWORKS model is made initially to assemble the parts for the best design resulting in maximum load range. The functionality of the mechanism is tested by performing static structural analysis on the actuators, ball joints and design components of the mechanism.

5.2 Conclusion

The finite element analysis was done in this study using ANSYS workbench to simulate the performance of the modified Stewart Platform to achieve the stated objectives. The assembled actuator when a load of 889.64N has a total deformation of 1.2635e-5m. This is found at the bottom of the sliding cylinder due to positive force been applied at the bottom of the sliding cylinder. With the same load applied, the maximum equivalent stress is 5.4426e-7 Pa. The stress distribution is seen at the bottom of the ball joint, which causes the actuator to be pulled down. Based on the
finite element analysis results, the assembled actuator, which is one of the critical part of the modified Stewart platform, is able to provide force required to resist the structure stiffness. Also, for the two misaligned pipes, at a load of 100 N and 3000 N, the directional deformation along the z-axis is -0.51986 and -0.43211. With these same loads applied, the maximum equivalent stress is 15.73 MPa and 90.723 MPa. The stress distribution for all the various loads applied was seen at the tips of the pipes. Similar to the FEM results, the modified Stewart platform experiment carried out on an anchored PVC pipe broken into two pieces attached to the test bed showed that as the actuator positions changed, the pipes moved closer to each other.

Few challenges were encountered in the machining process, and the ones that did come up were detected early enough. One vital issue was pertaining to the machining of the smaller design parts and the base. I believe I had addressed this issue by reducing the number of parts to be machined by humans, but there was still a lot more human errors detected. This could be addressed by using a CNC milling machine, which would eliminate most or all of the human error.

5.3 Future Work

This chapter introduces the recommendation for future work. First, it is important to carry out more research to avoid the failures as seen in the modified Stewart platform and its construction. The recommendation for future work is stated below:

- Fabrication can be done by 3-D printing to obtain a compliant structure. Also, a control system can be integrated into the mechanism to control the movement of the actuator. The kinematic model of the actuator should be studied along with the sensitivity of the actuator.
- For the test bed, it is suggested that sensors be added to the test bed to measure the distance and to make it automatic adjustments. This bed can have proximity sensors that will
measure how much of offset is required. This will be used to feed information to the Stewart platform which makes the Stewart platform take correction automatically.

- To a large extent, parts were all designed well but lacked little manufacturing skills. For instance, some of the fabricated parts could not hold the tight tolerances needed for smooth operation. Extra care should be taken when machining these pieces, as a result, I would recommend more practice time be taken and more time allowed for finishing the machining process. To improve on machining these parts in the future, a CNC milling machine should be used to achieve tight tolerances to ensure much more useful results, also keeping in mind that parts made with a CNC milling machine would certainly speed up the manufacturing process, as many parts took longer to complete. In the Bowling Green State University workshop, there is a high number of usage for the traditional mills, but since CNC milling machines require a very high level of certification in order to use, they usually just sit idle.
CAD drawing of designed part 1 showing critical dimensions labelled with variables
CAD drawing of designed part 2 showing critical dimensions labelled with variables
CAD drawing of designed part 3 showing critical dimensions labelled with variables
CAD drawing of base showing critical dimensions labelled with variables
CAD drawing of actuator
CAD drawing of ball joint
Appendix B

Matlab Code

clear all;
close all;
del=3e-3; % missaligment in Meter
R1=5e-2 % radius of the first beam
l1=.5; % length of the first beam
I1=1/4*pi*R1^4; % assume the beams are circular
R2=1e-2 % radius of the first beam
l2=2; % length of the second beam
I2=1/4*pi*R1^4; % assume the beams are circular
lo=2.1; % total length between the two bases.
E1=50e6; % modulus of elasticity for steel in PSI unit system
E2=30e6; % modulus of elasticity for steel in PSI unit system

% assume that the force P is given
slove('6*del/P=a1^2*(3*l1-a1)/(E1*I1)+(l1+l2-lo-a1)^2*(3*l2-l1+lo+a1)/(E2*I2)','a1');
So=[];
for P=0:10:1000; % force in Newton
%

end

% So=[So;P,a1];
% end
% plot(So(:,1),So(:,2),'o');

P=(6*del)/(((a1 - 11 - 12 + lo)^2*(a1 - 11 + 3*12 + lo))/(E2*I2) - (a1^2*(a1 - 3*11))/(E1*I1))
So=[So;P,a1];
end
plot(So(:,1),So(:,2),'o');
Appendix C

Tables and Graph for first simulation when PVC beam is misaligned by 1mm for forces 500N, 1000N, 2000N and 3000N when y = 0, 2.5, 4, 5.5, and 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y= 2.5</th>
<th>(P1)x</th>
<th>(P2)x</th>
<th>Max Stress</th>
<th>(P1)x – (P2)x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.39476</td>
<td>-0.39815</td>
<td>12.084</td>
<td>0.20709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>-1.9739</td>
<td>-1.9907</td>
<td>60.409</td>
<td>-2.9646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-3.9478</td>
<td>-3.9814</td>
<td>120.82</td>
<td>-6.9292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-7.8954</td>
<td>-7.9627</td>
<td>241.64</td>
<td>-14.8581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>-11.843</td>
<td>-11.944</td>
<td>362.45</td>
<td>-22.787</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between force and displacement of beams for y = 2.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y= 4</th>
<th>(P1)x</th>
<th>(P2)x</th>
<th>Max Stress</th>
<th>(P1)x – (P2)x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.27578</td>
<td>-0.27924</td>
<td>8.6143</td>
<td>0.44498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>-1.3788</td>
<td>-1.3962</td>
<td>43.071</td>
<td>-1.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-2.7578</td>
<td>-2.7924</td>
<td>86.143</td>
<td>-4.5502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-5.5157</td>
<td>-5.5849</td>
<td>172.29</td>
<td>-10.1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>-8.2736</td>
<td>-8.3773</td>
<td>258.43</td>
<td>-15.6509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between force and displacement of beams for y = 4 mm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y= 5.5</th>
<th>(P1)x</th>
<th>(P2)x</th>
<th>Max Stress</th>
<th>1- (P1)x – (P2)x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.021171</td>
<td>-0.21521</td>
<td>6.7498</td>
<td>0.763619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>-1.0585</td>
<td>-1.076</td>
<td>33.749</td>
<td>-1.1345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-2.1171</td>
<td>-2.152</td>
<td>67.498</td>
<td>-3.2691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-4.2341</td>
<td>-4.3041</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>-7.5382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>-6.3512</td>
<td>-6.4566</td>
<td>202.49</td>
<td>-11.8078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between force and displacement of beams for y = 5.5

\[ D = 0 \Rightarrow F = 3.2 \times 10^2 \text{ N} \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y= 7</th>
<th>(P1)x</th>
<th>(P2)x</th>
<th>Max Stress</th>
<th>1-(P1)x – (P2)x</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.092771</td>
<td>-0.09632</td>
<td>3.3053</td>
<td>0.810909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>-0.46387</td>
<td>-0.48156</td>
<td>16.526</td>
<td>0.05457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-0.92775</td>
<td>-0.9631</td>
<td>33.053</td>
<td>-0.89085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>-1.8555</td>
<td>-1.9262</td>
<td>66.105</td>
<td>-2.7817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>-2.7831</td>
<td>-2.8893</td>
<td>99.158</td>
<td>-4.6724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationship between force and displacement of beams for y = 7 mm
Appendix D

Output Result for first simulation when PVC beam is misaligned by 1mm for forces 100N, 500N, 1000N, 2000N and 3000N
Running head: DESIGN OF A MODIFIED STEWART PLATFORM MANIPULATOR
Running head: DESIGN OF A MODIFIED STEWART PLATFORM MANIPULATOR
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